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Disclaimer
The purpose of this ebook is to educate, and not to provide or imply such provision of any

legal, accounting, or other form of business advice. The author and publisher does not war-

rant that the information contained in this ebook is fully complete and shall not be responsi-

ble for any errors, omissions, or contradictory information in this report.  

The author and publisher assumes no liability or responsibility to any person or entity with re-

spect to any loss or damage caused or alleged to be caused directly or indirectly by this re-

port. The reader assumes responsibility for the use of these materials and information.

Any perceived slights of specific people or organizations are unintentional.

You should assume that this ebook has an affiliate relationship with some of the providers of

goods and services mentioned in this ebook and the author may be compensated when you

purchase. You should always perform due diligence before buying goods or services from

anyone via the Internet or offline.

Individual results may vary and there are no guarantees expressed or implied. Each individ-

ual's success depends on his/her dedication, motivation, and background. As with any busi-

ness endeavor, there is an inherent risk of loss of capital and there is no guarantee that you

will earn any money.

You have purchased a “personal use” license to this product.  You cannot distribute it to any

other individuals or share it on the Internet.  It does not include any sort of resale rights or

private label licensing whatsoever. 
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So you’ve decided you want to create a passive 
income stream for your business, and maybe 
you want to create more than one.

Here are 21 great ideas for you to 
consider and put to use:

1. Look for Passive Income opportunities that self-renew on a residual basis. 

In plain English, an example would be promoting a Membership Site as an affiliate, and 
collecting your commission on every sign-up to that site…

…then collecting commissions every month your sign-up candidate’s membership is active! 
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2. Create Passive Income accessories for your Service-based business.

Often clients who are impressed by your services will look for accessories and products 
created by you that they can augment those services with.  So do create a “My Products” 
section at your website, and make sure you create products and guides that clients (and 
anyone else) can purchase via links from your website.

A perfect example would be
Marcia Hoeck’s eBook and
supplemental media files. No-
tice the Title supplements and
supports her position as a
super VA (virtual assistant).
Notice also she didn’t just stop
at creating a simple eBook,
but added digital audio
recordings, as well as inter-
views with high-profile clients.

While Hoeck is off taking care of business, her books and recordings are selling themselves.

3.  Create a Course – sell it with a webinar.

Do you have strong skills in certain areas? Then create a
course in installments, record it via a service such as 
GoToWebinar or Instant Teleseminar, and create a free,
live Webinar with which you can promote it.

Invite guest experts. Increase the appeal of your invita-
tion by offering their subscribers a special price (or free
“early bird access”) to your course.  

Offer to share the recordings and transcripts with them.  

Create an incentive just for their subscribers.

And even if you can’t yet attract powerful guests, simply creating your course and making sure
it’s consistent, professionally produced and dynamic will help attract affiliates and new buzz.
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4. Clean out your files.

Take a day to clean out your hard drive. If you
have a long business history, take another day
to clean out your paper files.

See what forgotten information you can 
retrieve.  

Keep the best pieces (or make a note of each)
and use them to brainstorm more Passive 
Income creation ideas.

You may find it’s amazing how easily a forgotten phrase can trigger a powerful income-
generating idea, or that you discover items that are close to ready to go. I can’t tell you how
many times I’ve gone searching for something and discover really good stuff that I created
and I don’t even remember doing it. (Perhaps I’m just getting old.)

5. Create a Review Blog.

Giving honest recommendations and reviews can significantly increase clickthroughs and sales
for the products you’re reviewing.

You don’t have to be a dedicated Review writer to do this, either.  Even if yours is a service
business, you can create a blog dedicated to reviewing tools your clients or members of your
fellow service-provider base commonly use – or is considering using.

There’s an art to creating a review blog that really works, however.  

Create a Review Template – the format should always be the same:  Only the specific infor-
mation should change.

� Include the following fields or sections:

• Benefits
• Drawbacks
• Features
• Price
• Unique qualities or features
• Ending that contains information on how to get it (your affiliate link)
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� Take your own photographs of real products
� Use sub-heads, white space, bullet points

By keeping the format always the same, you will literally “train” your readers’ brains to 
prefer your reviews. They will always know what to expect, in what form to expect it and
where to quickly find the type of information they need for any product... from you!

6. Create Optimized YouTube videos.

One great place to create Passive Income: YouTube.  

Pick a product you’re trying to sell. Make a short video about it. Upload it, and be sure to 
include a strong call to action.

Make sure your video...

• Says what it’s going to be about
• Lets your audience know what the product or method (or whatever 

else you’re demonstrating) can do for them
• Concludes by telling the viewer what action you want them to take

Your video doesn’t have to be high-tech, or feature you talking to the camera. You can use stills
of cartoons, a power point presentation or demonstrate something via screen shots. Make a
number of these and do a lot of them with the same keyword. 

7. Check out YouTube for ideas on the next hot, Passive Income generating video to make.

Look at what’s trending and run searches. (YouTube provides more than one way to trigger
good product creation or promotion ideas.)

Be sure to follow YouTube’s guidelines!
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8. Re-publish an old, public domain book that will interest your specific subscribers or clients.

The key here is in the selling and promotion, of course. Let people know why revisiting old
wisdom is going to be important to them – and what benefit they can take away.

And if you really want to make this process a painless learning experience (and maximize your
chances of making Passive profits from publishing your first Public Domain book), check out
the Public Domain Treasure Hunters Survival Kit, an easy-to-follow, rich tip laden “course” on
how to do this with maximum result. (No, that’s not an affiliate link, I just want you to know
about this option.)

I’ve know a number of people who make a pretty good living just from old Public Domain
products that they’ve taken and updated, or turned into courses or programs. You may find
that not only is the hunt exciting, but that you could make good money doing this, too.

9. Get paid for managing others.

If you have expertise in a particular industry, advertise your services to match up experts your
potential clients needs with their businesses – think “dating site for business” (only with no
dating.  That you know about, anyway…) Think of it as picking up a “finder’s fee”.  

In fact, you could even become your own employment agency… then outsource all the work
to a Virtual Assistant.
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10. Create an online app or resource and turn it into a Membership Site.

Have a really unique talent or idea? Leverage it into an app or an online resource site. Then
sell memberships to it.

Even if you outsource the app creation to a top notch app developer, the expense should be
well worth your while, if you really are providing a unique service your target market has been
crying out for.

(In my example, above, creating the logo is free… downloading costs the user!)

11. Develop a plugin your niche members would love to use!

Again, you don’t need to be brilliant Wordpress developer to create a plugin. You simply need
to hire the right developer who specializes in creating plugins. You can risk trying a new de-
veloper in absurdly cheap markets such as Fiverr.com; or hire someone who has been rec-
ommended to you. (Ask the Tech at any forum you belong to for recommendations.) Or you
can post a proposal in job marketplaces such as oDesk.com.
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12. Buy an established website.

Of course, this only works if you have cash to invest! But if you do, looking for a reliably-listed
blog that already has some traffic and a decent history can be a way to fast-track Passive 
Income – especially if it needs only a little cosmetic clean up.

Just be extremely careful that it hasn’t already been Penguinized by Google. (If it contains a
lot of exact-match anchor text and heavily repeating keywords, it probably has and it won’t
get any traffic.)

Check out Flippa and the Flippa Blog if you want to learn more about blog flipping.

13. Remember to create your own affiliate programs and affiliate resources for all your 
websites, services and products!

What better way to make money than to have others doing it for you?

14. Use Rewards to motivate your affiliates.

Rewarding your affiliates is a legitimate way to motivate their best efforts on your behalf. You
can do it in the form of straight cash bonuses, commissions, or gifts.
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If you are dealing with a super affiliate, the cash will almost certainly be better appreciated
than material goods (they may have whole closets-full of useless gifts already!)

A tactic that incites your affiliates’ re-doubled, dedicated efforts to make you more money is
always well worth the investment!

15. Use Contests to motivate your affiliates.

Mix-and-match your cash or material-goods bonuses with contests.  Why?  Some affiliates
who will give up at the idea of being “good enough” to earn a substantial reward will go into
overdrive for a contest – it provides the right sort of stimulus for this type of affiliate!
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16. Use an Ad campaign.

Let your money make you money: Invest in a Google
AdWords campaign to drive sales very quickly to your
eProduct or new blog or website.

Check out Face-
book PPC ad-

vertising too – as with AdSense, you can set your
spending limit and run your campaign for as short or
long a period as you like.

17. Let your affiliates know what to expect.

If affiliates are told how you like things done, what you expect from them – and what they can
expect from you – you’ll take a lot of pressure off and help them focus their efforts on your
behalf.

People tend to get too literal when thinking of “creating more passive income streams”: Half
the time, it should really be a mindset of “getting more Passive Income from the streams I
have” – and intelligent affiliate handling and communication can achieve much of this goal.

• Care about your affiliates
• Listen to them
• Talk to them
• Respect them
• Praise them

You really don’t have to hand-hold – you just have to communicate clearly and listen.  Do that,
and you’ll learn what really motivates them – and how you can help them increase your sales!

18. Create special offers for forums you belong to.

When it comes to getting more mileage out of a single product or course you’ve created, 
having a pre-release for a select group of targeted individuals makes so much sense on so
many levels, it’s a no-brainer.

A closed forum is ideally set up as a strong test market – and most of them have a “Members’ Offers”
section. You will probably have to run your offer by an Administrator, but if rules allow, go for it!
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You’ll be able to reap:

• Early feedback
• Alerts towards problems, or potential problems, that you need to fix or tweak
• A fast cash infusion
• Early testimonials you can use in your main release
• Early subscribers!

19. Get a coach!

If you’ve been fumbling around on your own for a while without much success, your best bet
is to hire a coach, if you can afford one; or join a reputable affiliate marketing Membership Site
– one that includes lessons and/ or resources about affilate marketing.

Make sure you check all references, and avoid anyone who promises you significant amounts
of money in your first week. (Unless you’re prepared to drop around $2,000 on AdSense, that’s
just not going to happen.)

If you decide to join a membership site, be reassured that this is a more than viable option if
you pick one with a good reputation and strong reviews. 
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Membership groups can be ideal for the newer marketer in that they offer:

• Training
• Resources 
• Some coaching
• Feedback
• The benefit of your peers’ experiences
• Support

Best of all, they’ll help fast-track you – so that your streams of income start trickling in (maybe
even pouring) a lot sooner than if you struggled along on your own.

20.  Join your Membership Forum’s affiliate program!

Like what the group is doing for you, or providing?  Tell others about it!

• Create a blog, honestly detailing your journey and experiences 
• Review the program
• Promote it on your social networks (in a natural way, of course!)
• Write an article about the problems your Membership Forum helps you solve

– and write just about the problems, don’t at first mention the Forum.  Then
present the Forum as your big solution – and invite others to try it out 
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21. Look for passive income ideas everywhere.

Have a problem with something? Create the solution!

Love a niche? Create a blog to help others who love it – and monetize it.

Be analytical. Try different formats and see what feels most natural to you – and what brings
you results. A review blog? A blog that sells nothing (but that you let an Ad network or Google
monetize for you with ads?)

NOTE: If you decide to go the ad route to create income from your blog, just know that you
will need a lot of visitors to make it worthwhile and to start seeing any income. We’re talking
hundreds, maybe thousands of site visitors. But in the right niche, with the right content, the
sky is truly the limit.

Track your results to gain a crystal-clear picture of the types of Passive Income streams that
work for you – and those that don’t.

Think about the tactics that work… and see how many more similar ideas, using that model
type, you can come up with.

Finally, my biggest tip of all…

Remember to have fun!

Marty

That’s me...
Marty Marsh



To me, this is what business is all about.
And it should be this way for you, too.

Without shame!
But far too many soul proprietors believe that making money by helping people 

is a bad thing. I sure don’t know where that notion came from, but it kept me paralyzed 

for many, many years. Until I discovered that the best way to help change the world is 

by helping people be successful in their own businesses. To help them create their own 

business that allows them to serve more people, make a lot of money in the 

process and have a lot of fun doing it. Yes, you canmarket your business, and 
sell, in such a way that feels good and still creates big profits.

Big profits mean you can help more people. Directly or charitably.

If you’re at a place where you want to grow your business in a way that feels good 

and that makes you the living you want and deserve, and you need some help to 

get you where you want to go, then let’s have a no-obligation CoffeeChat.

We’ll just talk. No selling. (No kidding.)

Schedule a CoffeeChat with Marty Today...

http://timewithmarty.com

Marty Marsh
Transformational Business Design

Busines Development Consulting & Marketing Services Agency

Make a lot of money...
Help a lot of people...

Have a lot of fun!


